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Welcome to the new UUFWC Monthly Newsletter! 
We would like to recognize and thank Joann Ribar for faithfully producing our newsletter since June 

2017!  You did a superb job of managing our sometimes unruly bunch and we will miss you! 

Starting this month, Jessica Eikleberry (also our Youth Ministry Coordinator) will be taking over for 
Joann.  Jessica will keep the same schedule and email address as Joann. 

July's Services 
For the foreseeable future, we will host one worship service, online, at 10:00 a.m. Each week a 

link to the service will be emailed on Friday, and will be available on the website. If you miss the 
10:00 a.m. live service, a link to the recorded service will be emailed on Sunday afternoon for 

viewing at any time. 
 

Rev. Jennie will be on vacation in July.  Thank you to Gail and Ivie for leading this month's 

services with the Theme of: HARMONY - Dealing with these uncertain times.  

 

July 5th: How Can We Celebrate the Holidays? [Gail Woosley, CLM] 

• During this time of social distancing we need to be mindful of, and use caution with, the 

celebration of our holidays.  We can look at some tips. 

July 12th: The way we see the problem is the problem. [Ivie Sorkin, CLM] 

• Trying to move past the situations we live in. 

July 19th:  What Have We Learned, and What Do We Tell Our Children? [Gail Woosley, CLM] 

• Our ‘normal’ now is not something we have ever done.  Our learning curve and that of our 

children, or grand-children, is on a whole new scale. 

July 26th: The way we live our lives. [Ivie Sorkin, CLM]  

• Learning to make shifts in our lives that last. 
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From Board President, David Francis  

The UUFWC board of directors is poised to begin the 2020-2021 fiscal year, welcoming new board 
members Merry Gentry, Janice Baxstrom, and James Griffith Jr. We are thankful for the service of Inez 
Bird and Kelly Chandler who are rotating off the board.  Board meetings are held the second Tuesday of 
every month at 7:00 PM and will continue to be conducted via Zoom.  Meetings are open, and if you want 
the link to attend please reach out to me. 

We ended the 2019-2020 fiscal year within budget, with a small carry over.  The search team is in place to 
begin the process of identifying a new settled minister. They have already met with our transitions coach 
for two lengthy Saturday workshops. 

The new fiscal year will see us continue to work with the Expansion Committee while we also pivot to 
evaluate policy, committee structure, and strategic planning for our future.  The board will also be reaching 
out to Committees and Staff to brainstorm ideas for programming.  

We have established a Safe-Congregation Re-Opening Committee to provide guidelines and advice. 
Pressure to reopen must be balanced with the reality that several states are showing increases in both 
infection and hospitalizations. As I write this column the US approaches 2.5 M confirmed cases of COVID-
19, and 125,000 deaths.  Several states are reporting record numbers of new cases and hospitalizations.  
Ohio Department of Health current trends shows the 21-day average hospitalization number at 50/day, and 
the trend is downward. Wayne County has had 332 verified infections and 52 deaths. Our local hospital 
has active cases in the ICU. In the quest for treatments, there have been spectacular failures (the anti-
malarial drug Chloroquine) and some promise in the form of the steroid Dexamethasone.  All of this news 
makes decisions to reopen nerve wracking and creates the potential for conflict and division within the 
congregation. We need to be mindful of our commitment to community and dialog as we take steps 
forward. The Safe Congregation Re-Opening Committee has made recommendations to the board for 
small-group gatherings and we expect to finalize these by early July. 

I would be remiss if I did not acknowledge that our congregational business is being conducted during a 
time of social reckoning. The pandemic has laid bare discrepancies in access to medical care and other 
basic human needs.  Those discrepancies coupled with police violence aimed at the very citizens they 
serve has led to unrest and important discussion. If one of us can’t breathe, no one can breathe. I am 
inspired to see so many members of the UUFWC participate in local and regional Black Lives Matter and 
NAACP events (while wearing masks, I’ll add).  I will finish with a quote from the writer Octavia Butler: “All 
that you touch you change. All that you change changes you. The only lasting truth is change. God is 
change.” We are a voice for change in the community. 
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The Search for a Settled Minister 
 

From the Ministerial Search Committee: Danni Schantz (chair), Susan Heady, Mady Noble, Ruth 

Sewell, Dan Stavnezer, John Waldman, & Mary Wicks  

First, thank you for entrusting us with the important mission of 

searching and finding the best candidate for our new settled minister! 

We have already begun the task with some intensive training from the 

UUA.  

Second, know that there will be many opportunities for you to provide 

insight on what you think are the most important qualities and 

strengths for our new minister. We’ll be starting with a congregational 

survey later this summer followed by cottage meetings and focus 

groups. We’ll also be launching a webpage dedicated to the search process - watch for details in the 

newsletter and UUFWC e-mails. 

Finally, we are happy to answer your questions regarding the search process and will be sharing our 

timeline with you. However, please know that to protect ministers who are searching for a position and to 

ensure a fair process, we will not be able to provide information regarding who is interested in the UUFWC 

or who is a pre-candidate. In Spring 2021, we expect to have a final candidate who will visit with all of us 

for about 10 days. You will have many opportunities to meet with the candidate and all members of the 

congregation will vote on whether or not to call her/him. 

 

 

Birthdays & Anniversaries 
 

 

July Birthdays 
Bill Carter 

Ruth Dykstra 
Kat Gibbons 

Sherri Gochnauer 
Jenny Grimsley 
Bonnie Groop 

Tom Gross 
Kevin Lowry 

Dan O'Rourke 
Sonia Solomonoff 

Susan Sommer-Wagner 
Deloris Veney 

July Anniversaries 

Inez & Jim Bird 
 

Denise Bostdorff & Dan O'Rourke 
 

Sue & Tom Gross 
 

Susan Heady & Larry Madden 
 

Cherrill & Terry  Wertz 
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Building Expansion News 

Hello everyone! This update will be a big one, since it covers the information presented at the annual meeting, 

and a recap of the questions we received at the follow-up sessions. Thanks so much to all who’ve participated 

and sent in additional questions – keep them coming to expansion@uufwc.org!  

Below is the plan we’re currently working from, and pulling it into construction documents. We expect those to 

be finalized – we’re fine-tuning storage, the bathrooms, plans for coats, and the kitchen.  

 

During the annual meeting Peter Schantz presented the plan for the building, including the drawing above, and 

the timeline for the project. We intend to do construction in two phases – the first will involve the new RE 

wing, renovations of the existing spaces (as marked above in blue), and expansion of the entry area. The 

second phase will see us adding four bays to the sanctuary.   
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Finances: Peg spoke with us about the current financial situation both at the annual meeting and during the 

follow-up sessions. The Capital Campaign for the building expansion is set to wrap up December 31, 2021, and 

we originally intended to begin construction at that time. We currently have collected a little over $700,000 

that’s in the bank.  

We are able to accelerate the 

timeline and do construction in 

phases due to a new gift of 

$250,000 that is intended to let us 

start building in the fall, and to 

minimize or eliminate any mortgage 

we might have at the end of the 

building process.  

There is a group of members that 

will match up to $100,000 in 

additional gifts and pledges made to 

the capital campaign. If we are able 

to meet this match, we will be able 

to be ready for future projects that will make the fellowship ‘net zero’ – things like solar panels and geothermal 

wells. We plan to open this match campaign later in the summer or early fall.   

The Finance Committee and the Board have worked closely with the Building Expansion Committee to ensure 

the highest level of fiscal responsibility, especially with the addition of COVID-19 to the equation. The Finance 

Committee has prudently restricted any loan amounts that may be taken out, and we currently have enough in 

cash to begin the first phase. As we take this on, we’re also carefully evaluating to ensure that we can maintain 

and operate the larger structure.  

We’ve had two cost estimates done by Campbell so far as the plans have progressed, and we’ll do a final 

estimate when the construction documents (the phase of design we’re currently in) are complete. When the 
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construction documents are 75% done, our construction manager will put this out to bid and come up with a 

guaranteed maximum price. The control estimates that we’ve done throughout have been very favorable.  

COVID-19:  There are three main impacts that COVID-19 is currently having on the building expansion process. 

The first is the consideration of the economy. The committee has responded to that by making sure that we’re 

building within our current available funds, and we’re accomplishing this by breaking construction into phases, 

while still providing the infrastructure that we need to invest more at a future date. The second is that we are 

working with the architects and our construction firm to evaluate things like airflow, sanitation of fixtures and 

surfaces, and ultraviolet in air ducts. Finally, the building may not be in use for some time, which would allow 

for less disruption to our operations during construction.  

Restrooms: The bathrooms in the hall are staying in their current location and format, and we’re adding on 

some restrooms near the sanctuary. Some of the main concerns we heard were that there need to be ample 

toilets, and they need to be available during the service, but the noise of the toilets shouldn’t enter the 

sanctuary. We’re looking into quiet-flush toilets, moving the toilets off of the wall shared with the sanctuary, 

and adding storage to that wall to cut down on noise transfer. We’re trying to be mindful of hygiene and 

accessibility with the entrance to the bathrooms.  

 

Storage: People are excited about all of the storage currently in the plan! The large RE room has storage 

closets, and there’s storage in the halls. We may not need all of that space, and could consider making it more 

shallow to save space in the hall.  

Kitchen: We’re all excited for a larger kitchen! It will have either two doors or a double door to allow for good 

traffic flow.  

Construction Disruption: The contractor is planning to work during the week and have the spaces tidy and 

usable during the weekend. The kitchen may be offline for a short time while all the equipment is installed. We 

will be able to hold service in the sanctuary during expansion – they’ll take down the current wall last.  

Seating /Coat Space: There’s very strong consensus that we like having a seating area in the lobby! It allows for 

conversations, lets people sit to eat or drink coffee, and provides a spot for casual connections. We want to 

have coat storage, but want to make sure it looks good and doesn’t create another bottleneck.  
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Expansion Size: There were a few questions about whether we should build a smaller sanctuary (2-3 bays 

instead of 4), and how long the expansion would last us. We are currently showing the maximum expansion 

possible that the budget can afford, and we are proceeding in that direction because we anticipate continued 

increase in attendance. The new RE space will pull in additional people. We last built 15 years ago, and we 

want to build an expansion that will keep us comfortable for about that same period of time.  

Neighbors: The City anticipated very few concerns with the plans when they were initially submitted for the 

Planning Commission, but after notification to the neighbors many items were brought to the City. We’ve 

received copies of the complaints and are working to address. These are things like property maintenance and 

mowing, adding a fence so that lights coming down the driveway and parking are not disruptive to living 

spaces, and drainage. We’re working with counsel to present to the City Planning Commission at the next 

meeting, and are adding plans to address these complaints to our prints for bid.   

Security: The plan is currently that on Sunday mornings, the lobby entrance will be the only space for arrivals, 

and all other doors will be locked and only used for exits. There are a few questions about providing a spot for 

people to be out of the weather before getting in the door, and the committee is following up on options. 

Potential for security cameras in the parking lot. We will not be putting in a fire door to divide the building in 

half, or adding sprinklers at this time. Both of these save a significant amount of money. We are at the max 

amount of our square footage without adding sprinklers, so not much wiggle room in changing sizes of spaces.  

Weekday Entrance: Suggestion to eliminate the storage space outside of the minister’s office in order to put a 

small bench. Additional suggestion to put coat hooks on the wall down at this end of the hall.  

Tool/Work Space: We’re looking into adding some conduits that could run to some outbuildings that would 

provide for electricity to work spaces.  

 

 

July 2, 2020 is the City Planning Commission meeting where our plans will be presented by counsel. We’ll keep 

you looped in about that, and ways the congregation can be involved if it will be helpful. We’re looking into 

communication with the neighbors, also through counsel. We’re still on target for construction starting in the 

fall. 
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Religious Education 
 

 

 

Thank You Chelsea! 

Chelsea Churpek stepped down as DRE at the end of June to 

spend more time with her family. Our Fellowship honored her at 

the 6/21 service with some special gits including a Kudoboard 

Scroll filled with many comments, pictures, and well wishes.   

 

We will miss having Chelsea lead our youth and thank her for 

leaving her beautiful mark on our fellowship! 

 

 
 

 

Introducing our new DRE! 

From the RE Committee: Jo Harper, Rosie Mullet, Vera Rowland, & 

John Waldman 

 

Hello all! The main task of the Lifespan RE Committee this spring was the 

search for a DRE for this amazing congregation. We were joined by Judy 

Smith, Bryce Nelson, and Hailee North. We also received some great input 

from congregants about what’s important to you. Thank you all! 

Meet Jenni Troy Papp 
I’m so pleased to introduce you to Jenni! She’ll be joining us on June 30. She’s a professional religious 

educator, and has been working with Southwest UU in North Royalton for 5 years as their DRE. She’s very 

active in the social justice field and has extensive grounding in the UU faith. 

 

Jenni is a native of Ohio, and has lived in Akron for the past 23 years. She’s been married to her husband 

Chris for 22 years. Between them they have 3 children and a 5-year-old granddaughter. She loves to get 

dirty in the garden as her spiritual practice, both at home and the community garden. She also loves 

cooking! 

 

Our experience with her in the interview and contract process is that she’s passionate, engaged, a lifelong 

learner, and deeply interested in people. Ask us any questions you have!  
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Summer RE Schedule 

Join us for Summer RE each Wednesday at 10am (with the 

exception of July 1st)!  Open to ages Preschool through 6th 

grade.  New friends are always welcome to join! Class runs 

approximately 45 minutes.   

This summer we are creating a UUFWC Time Capsule! We will also continue to do Show 

and Tell and play games. Parents may help their children join our Zoom meeting using this 

link: https://us02web.zoom.us/j/5849760531 

Questions?  Contact dre@uufwc.org 

 

 

Youth Community Virtual Hangout 

Summer Schedule 

The Youth Community will gather via ZOOM last SUNDAY of each month at 

@ 4pm.  Meeting ID 790 262 1172 

  

Youth Community is open to all youth in grades 7-12. If you would like to learn more, contact Jessica 

Eikleberry, Youth Ministries Coordinator, at ymc@uufwc.org. 

 

 
 

 

Music News 
 

“When I hear music, I fear no danger. I am invulnerable. I see no foe. I am related to the earliest of 
times, and to the latest.” – Henry David Thoreau 

If you are missing everyone’s face and our rehearsal nights, join us at our Zoom meetings on Wednesday 

at 7:00pm. 

 We need special music for our Sunday virtual meetings!  It is so heartwarming to see one another 

making music!  If you are willing to gift us with your talent, please contact Sharon Delgadillo. 

 Choir, Folk Orchestra and Circle Sing will be postponed until we are ready to reopen for the Fellowship for 

groups. Questions?  Contact Sharon Delgadillo at music.director@uufwc.org. 
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Membership News 
 

 

From Karen Skubik, Membership Coordinator 
  

First VIRTUAL Wine, Cheese and Conversation a Success!! 
  
There were beverages, smiles, some interesting sharing, discussion on 
a variety of topics and laughter – all making our first virtual Wine, 
Cheese and Conversation event a success.  (Not sure if there was any 
cheese though :) 

• Almost three-dozen people attended – even some new folks and 
even Marge Thomas’ daughter and son-in-law from California 
zoomed in! 

• Zoom created random rooms with 4-8 people per room for three 
rounds of conversation lasting about 20 minutes each.  

• We asked people to share a passion they have, but the discussions often got moving in different 
directions, so we didn’t always stick to our plan. 

• The feedback we received from attendees to help plan any future similar events was quite 
positive.  Most people thought the # of breakout rooms and the length of time felt right. 

• Some people suggested having questions at the ready like we do at the in-person event. 
• Some people like the chitchat, catching up on each other’s lives, while others would like more 

meaty topics to discuss.  Perhaps we can organize events that would address both preferences. 
• After the three sessions we even played some dance music!  Some people signed off (quickly), 

while others were willing to try zoom dancing.  We’ll admit we need to work on this…. 
 

Our newest member:  Inell Keller! 
 

Inell might be our newest member, but she certainly isn’t new to our 
community!  She is a long-time friend of many of our members and has 
been attending the Humanist Group for sometime now. 
  
Born in Brownsville, Tennessee, Inell attended segregated public 
schools in her youth.  She went on to receive her B.S. degree from 
Lane College and her M. S. from Tennessee State University.  During 
her college years she was very active in the civil rights movement. 
(Thank you Inell!) 
 
Inell lived in Missouri where her husband (Albert) attended and worked 
as an agronomist at the University of Missouri before they settled in 
Wooster.  Inell taught in Wooster City Schools for 35 years and served 

on Wooster City Council for 8 years (thank you again!).  She was chosen as “Outstanding Citizen of the 
Year” and served on numerous boards for many organizations. 
  
Inell and Albert have a son, Keenan who serves as senior council in the US House of 
Representatives.  Keenan and his wife have two daughters. 
  
Inell is a world traveler who loves cooking and believes in working in her community to make a better place 
to live for all.  
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Social Action in Action 
 

 

Submitted by Betty Schuler  

This is the first of two columns which will describe the many activities and causes the Social Action 

Committee has undertaken during the 2019-2020 fiscal year. 

 

Our Mission Statement is: The Social Action committee coordinates and supports UUFWC efforts to 

address issues concerning social justice, the environment, community health, and the provision of basic 

needs. 

Our Vision is: The Social Action committee envisions a loving congregation eagerly engaged in the long 

term battles against social injustice. 

WE DO MANY THINGS! Through our programs our congregation has an opportunity to address 

many  community needs. 

The monthly Open Plate collection, which was cut short by the Covid-19 virus beginning in March of this 

year, provided funds for the St. James Episcopal Church Saturday lunch program ($810), Viola Startzman 

Clinic (244.75), the Wooster Hope Center food bank ($299.75), the UUFWC emergency fund ($341.05), 

Trinity UCC  breakfasts ($312), the Akron Canton Regional Food Bank ($223.16), NAMI mental health 

services ($405), and One Eighty women’s shelter and addiction services ($383) for a total of $3,018.71. 

Monthly People to People collections, again cut short by the Covid-19 virus, provided $1,092 in cash and 

$450 in food and other supplies. For two days after Thanksgiving, our congregation rang the bell for the 

Salvation Army collecting funds to support its shelter, meal programs, and services to the community.   

 

Along with financial support of these agencies, goods and services are provided. Volunteers spent more 

than 700 hours on Social Action’s defined projects this year, even in a year of Covid-19 and stay-at-home 

orders. Even more hours have been spent on virtual efforts since then. The bakers of our congregation 

made 24 cakes for both children and mothers in the One Eighty shelter. Christmas gifts for all the children 

in Head Start at the Wooster center were collected as were supplies for the spring/summer Head Start 

project. In addition, many in our congregation volunteer untold hours, providing critical services, with these 

and other community agencies as individuals not counted in our statistics. 

 

THERE’S MORE: collaborative projects with other churches and agencies in the greater community, 

educational projects, national and international projects. Look for them in the August newsletter. 
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All Things GREEN Submitted by Betty Schuler 
 

 

Poll Finds Toyota Owners Unhappy with Company's Actions:  
• After the automaker Toyota supported a lawsuit that would weaken state emissions standards, the 

Union of Concerned Scientists polled 1,000 Toyota owners to find out how these actions affected their 

views of the company. It found a nearly one-third decline in the company’s favorability, from 98 percent 

to 66 percent. The poll also found that Toyota’s customers, regardless of party affiliation, firmly believe 

the company should support strong vehicle emissions standards, with 75 percent of Republicans and 

90 percent of Democrats agreeing. The company’s support for the lawsuit leads 4 in 10 loyal Toyota 

drivers to consider switching brands. But 72 percent of its customers also said that, if the company 

were to reverse course and oppose the lawsuit, their opinion of Toyota would improve. Read the full 

results at http://act.ucsusa.org/toyota-poll. Catalyst Spring, 2020 

Degrees of Separation: 

• 10,250 meters - the depth (a little over 6 miles) at which marine experts have discovered human-

caused pollution in the Mariana Trench, the deepest part of the world’s oceans, located in the Pacific. 

Discover June, 2017 
 

 

 

 

Library News From Kay Bowen, UUFWC Librarian 

 

 

Described below is a book new to the fellowship’s library.  The descriptive quote is from the book’s front 

flap:  THE DALAI LAMA:  AN EXTRAORDINARY LIFE  By Alexander Norman, B Dalai Lama XIV 

  

“The Dalai Lama’s message of peace and compassion resonates with people of all faiths and none.  But for 

all his worldwide fame, he remains personally elusive.  At last Alexander Norman – an acclaimed Oxford-

trained scholar of the history of Tibet – delivers the definitive, unique, unforgettable biography. 

 

The Dalai Lama recounts an astonishing odyssey, from isolated Tibetan village to global standing as 

spiritual and political leader of a profound and complex cultural tradition.  Norman reveals that while the 

Dalai Lama has never been comfortable with his political position, he has been a canny player – at one 

time CIA-backed – who has maneuvered amid pervasive violence, including placing himself at the center of 

a dangerous Buddhist schism.  Yet even more surprising than the political, Norman convinces, is the Dalai 

Lama’s astonishing spiritual practice, rooted in magic, vision, and prophesy – details of which are 

illuminated in this book for the first time.” 
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This Month’s Meetings 

All face-to-face Monthly Meetings at UUFWC have been cancelled. Some meetings are 

still being held on Zoom. Please contact the meeting leader listed below prior to the 

meeting to get the Zoom link. 

The Sunday evening book group will meet on Sunday, July 19 at 7:00 via Zoom.  We intend to choose 

an author at the June 21 meeting.  Then we will each read a different book by that author.  For more 

information or to get that author's name contact Bert Bishop at bishop.eleven@gmail.com. 

 

The Choir and Folk Orchestra have a weekly Check-in. Contact Sharon Delgadillo at 

music.director@uufwc.org. 

 

The Humanist Leadership Committee will be meeting regularly over the summer to develop a new theme 

for the upcoming year revolving around the topic of Inequality in the United States and the World. This 

theme will include the topic of Racism, as well as discussions of inequality in Healthcare, Education, 

Housing, Income and Wealth, the Judicial System, and the impact of Climate Change/Global Warming on 

the disadvantaged. This is a challenging theme to try to accomplish in one year, but we know the 

membership will appreciate the attempt! Please let us know if there's a particular topic you would like to 

present to the Humanist Group.  Contact Sherri Gochnauer at sherri.goch@gmail.com or Janice Baxstrom 

at jtbaxstrom@yahoo.com. 

 
Conversations on Race will continue every 4th Sunday at 1 PM indefinitely by way of Zoom.  

• The next meeting, July 26, will called “Understanding Racism in Relationships” presented by James 

Griffith. 

• “Not only is finding a friend who really “gets” you tough to find, but it is even more challenging to 

develop friendships across racial groups if you grew up in a homogeneous community school, or 

other community setting.”---RH Handbook 

• We are using the book The Racial Healing Handbook by Anneliese Singh in our discussions.  Do 

not be concerned about reading the chapters ahead of time.  Anyone is welcome to join our 

discussions on any Sunday. 

• Email Ruth Sewell at RESewell@aol.com if you would like to be reminded of the meeting.  You will 

then receive the Zoom information and password. 
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Mini Landscape Workdays Planned - We will be holding mini workdays when the board allows the 

fellowship to open for groups of 10 or less.  We will practice social distancing. Please watch the weekly 

Friday update, and Google groups for developing day, time, and sign up information. Thanks to those who 

have been able to work on their adopted beds on their own.  Want your very own bed?  Contact Ruth 

Sewell at resewell@aol.com.  

The Men’s Group meets on the third Thursday at 7:00 p.m. All men are invited to this group to explore 

what's working in your life and what you would like to change. Every meeting stands alone, so newcomers 

and drop-ins are always welcome. Contact James Griffith or David Paul.  

The Women’s Lunch Group meets on the second Tuesday at 11:30 a.m. for socializing. Contact 

Karen Skubik at karen.uufwc@gmail.com.  

 

Summer Institute (CERSI) - CERSI Summer In Situ (Institute) 2020 

Grab a bit of virtual SI magic with a package of experiences and activities that will bring community and 

connection, creativity and reflection right to your home. For the week of SI, July 12-17, registrants will 

receive a daily email containing spiritual, creative, and thoughtful activities; videos to ponder and discuss, 

and virtual inter-generational Community Events in the evenings where we can chat, entertain, share and 

enjoy our SI community. Separate programming with be offered for youth and children during the day. 

Participate as your schedule permits. Registration is open until June 30 at http://www.cersiuu.org/summer-

institute-2020/ with a sliding fee scale per family.  Questions: registrar@cersiuu.org. 

  

The following groups are not meeting until we reopen the building: Caregivers Support Group, Choir 

Rehearsal, Circle Sing, Drumming Circle, Earth Centered Group, Folk Orchestra Rehearsal, Grief Support 

Group, Sitting Chair Yoga, Sound Meditation, UUke Group, and Zen Meditation. 
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The Unitarian Universalist Fellowship of Wayne County  

is a member congregation of the Unitarian Universalist Association. 

 

How to Find Us:  We are located at 3186 Burbank Road, in Wooster, 330-262-9194.   

For the foreseeable future, we will host one worship service, online, at 10:00 a.m. Each week a link to the service will be 

emailed on Friday, and will be available on the website. If you miss the 10:00 a.m. live service, a link to the recorded 

service will be emailed on Sunday afternoon for viewing at any time. 

 

Board of Directors: David Francis, President;  Rachel Relle, Vice President;  Bonnie Groop, Secretary; James Griffith, Jr., 

Lesley Mayfield, Janice Baxtrom, and Merry Gentry. 

 

Our staff is working from home whenever possible. Contact via email to set up a phone call or Zoom meeting. The 

“virtual” office hours listed below are times when the staff is likely to be available by email for a quick response. If you 

email outside these hours, staff will get back to you during their next work session. 

 

Interim Minister:  Rev. Jennie Barrington:  interim@uufwc.org 

• Rev. Jennie will be taking vacation time in July. If an urgent concern comes up, please let Gail Woosley, one of 

our Commissioned Lay Ministers, know. Her phone number is: 330-956-1504. Thank you for understanding. Rev. 

Jennie will be back to work on August 1st.  

Office Administrator:  Anne Wilson:  fellowship@uufwc.org 

• Virtual Office Hours - Monday, Wednesday, and Friday from 10:00 a.m.-2:00 p.m. 

Director of Religious Education:  Jenni Troy Papp:  dre@uufwc.org 

Youth Ministries Coordinator:  Jessica Eikleberry:  ymc@uufwc.org 

Membership Coordinator:  Karen Skubik:  karen.uufwc@gmail.com 

Newsletter Editor:  Jessica Eikleberry: newsletter@uufwc.org If you have news that you would like to have included in 

the Monthly Newsletter, send it to newsletter@uufwc.org by the 17th of each month.  
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The Unitarian Universalist Fellowship 

is an inclusive community for spiritual exploration 

dedicated to social and environmental justice.  
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